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Abstract. Object localization is an important task in computer vision
but requires a large amount of computational power due mainly to an ex-
haustive multiscale search on the input image. In this paper, we describe
a near real-time multiscale search on a deep CNN feature map that does
not use region proposals. The proposed approach effectively exploits lo-
cal semantic information preserved in the feature map of the outermost
convolutional layer. A multi-scale search is performed on the feature map
by processing all the sub-regions of different sizes using separate expert
units of fully connected layers. Each expert unit receives as input local
semantic features only from the corresponding sub-regions of a specific
geometric shape. Therefore, it contains more nearly optimal parameters
tailored to the corresponding shape. This multi-scale and multi-aspect
ratio scanning strategy can effectively localize a potential object of an
arbitrary size. The proposed approach is fast and able to localize objects
of interest with a frame rate of 4 fps while providing improved detec-
tion performance over the state-of-the art on the PASCAL VOC 12 and
MSCOCO data sets.
Keywords: object localization, object classification, CNN, multi-scale
search, PASCAL VOC, Microsoft COCO
1 Introduction
Accurately recognizing objects of interest embedded in images is of great in-
terest to many applications in computer vision. Recent advances in deep con-
volutional neural networks are able to provide unprecedented recognition per-
formance mainly due to deep nonlinear exploitation of underlying image data
structures. However, unlike classification localizing objects in images require con-
siderably longer computation time due mainly to an exhaustive search on the
input image.
Krizhevsky et al. [1] introduced a deep layered structure that generated
breakthrough performance in visual object classification tasks. The structure
referred to as “deep convolutional neural network (DCNN)” consists of 8 prin-
cipal layers which are built on first five convolutional layers and subsequent
three fully connected layers, and several supplementary layers. In this structure,
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Fig. 1. Effectiveness of the proposed featrue map-based multi-scale and
multi-aspect ratio scanning strategy: Objects of interest in the images on the left
and right sides are person and aeroplane, respectively. On the left side, three classifica-
tion score maps (red indicates a higher score) from the local windows of three different
scales (4×4, 5×5, and 6×6) are generated by using export units of fully connected
layers. Since the 4×4 window on the bottom-left side of the image tightly encloses the
person, the classification score of the window on a 4×4 scale has a larger value than
other windows of different scales. On the right side, the local window with the maxi-
mum score and an aspect ratio of 4:5 surrounds the aeroplane reflecting the geometrical
property of aeroplane. Thus, the multi-scale and multi-aspect ratio strategy can handle
all objects with arbitrary sizes.
the convolutional layers are the ones that can make the network deep while re-
quiring significantly lesser number of learnable parameters when compared to a
network with only fully connected layers. The multiple cascaded convolutional
layers effectively capture nonlinear visual features from both local and global
perspectives through consecutive applications of local convolutional filters and
max pooling. The application of the local convolutional filters provides supe-
rior performance by hierarchically learning the nonlinear structure of objects of
interest embedded in images from a large image database, such as ImageNet [2].
However, object classification by the DCNN is constrained by the fact that
the objects in the ImageNet database are roughly located in the center of the
image and the object size is relatively large. This prevents the structure from
being directly used for object localization. One way to use the DCNN for object
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localization is to use local windows centered on key points that allow the accurate
localizations of objects of interest placed anywhere in the image. [3,4] extract
hundreds or thousands of local windows and process each window by rescaling
and then applying the DCNN in [1]. However, object localization takes consid-
erably long run-time, normally tens of seconds for one image, which makes these
approaches impractical for the real-time image/video analytics applications.
In order to reduce the computation time, the proposed approach processes
all the sub-regions (sub-windows) spanning all the locations, sizes, and aspect
ratios in the feature map generated by the last convolutional layers. It performs
classification of all the sub-regions by using separate expert units of fully con-
nected layers, each of which are solely used for the corresponding sub-regions
of a particular size and aspect ratio. Each of the sub-regions is considered a
local region with a potential object of interest inside. Processing the sub-regions
in the feature map through the expert units of fully connected layers requires
significantly less computational time than repeatedly applying the entire DCNN
structure used in [3,4]. As shown in Table 1, this multi-scale and multi-aspect
ratio window search strategy of independently classifying the sub-regions of dif-
ferent sizes of the feature map makes the proposed method considerably faster
than other baselines while providing enhanced accuracy in object localization.
Method accuracy (mAP, %) time (sec/im)
Oquab15 [5] 74.5 1.3
RCNN [3] 74.8 9.0
Fast-RCNN [6] 71.3 2.1
Proposed 75.4 0.23
Table 1. Localization accuracy and computation time on PASCAL VOC 2012 valida-
tion dataset
Each of the multiple classification units (mixture of experts) is learned to
recognize objects whose size and aspect ratio are similar to those of the cor-
responding sub-windows. For instance, 5×4 windows are more appropriate to
represent the appearance of the aeroplane category than 4×5 windows, where
the first and second numbers of the dimension indicate its width and height, re-
spectively. (Please see the example in Figure 1.) We extract the feature maps by
applying the convolutional layers of [1] to a two-level image pyramid which con-
sists of an original image and the double sized image linearly interpolated from
the original image. The size of the feature maps is 6×6 for the original image and
13×13 for the interpolated image. Therefore, the local windows (4×4 through
6×6) in the 13×13 feature map from the interpolated image are equivalent to
the windows of size from 2×2 through 3×3 in the 6x6 feature map of the original
input image effectively covering the local window sizes from 2×2 through 6×6.
Consequently, we implement a total of 9 expert units of fully connected layers
corresponding to all the windows whose sizes range from 4×4 through 6×6 win-
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dows in both the feature maps from the image pyramid. Figure 1 illustrates the
effectiveness of this multi-scale and multi-aspect ratio window search strategy
for images, in which objects of arbitrary sizes are placed anywhere in the image.
The main contributions of the paper are:
– We present a novel object detection approach that does not use an exhaustive
search or a large number of initial object proposals on the input image. In-
stead, a novel multi-scale search on deep CNN feature maps is used resulting
in fast object localization with a frame rate 4 fps.
– Multiple units of fully connected classification layers are introduced for pos-
sible detections of different sizes which serve as mixture of expert classifiers,
thereby improving detection performance.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the related
works. Section 3 provides the details of the proposed network. Experimental
results and analysis are presented in Section 4 and 5, respectively. We conclude
the paper in Section 6.
2 Related work
Literature on the convolutional neural networks: Since LeCun et al. [7]
introduced convolutional neural netoworks (CNN) in 1990, CNN has been used in
various applications in computer vision such as object classification [1,8], object
detection [9,3,5,10], action recognition [11,12], event recognition [13,14,15,16],
image segementation [17,18] and so on. Convolutional layers have been widely
used in deep neural networks because they can make the network deeper without
keeping the number of parameters significantly large. In general, the deeper the
network is the better representation it can provide.
Besides the benefit of keeping the number of parameters relatively small, the
convolutional layers also provide additional advantages. Unlike the fully con-
nected layers with fixed input and output dimensions, the convolutional layer
allows the structure to be flexible by taking input and output of variable sizes
depending on the given tasks. He et al. [10] introduced “spatial pyramid pooling”
which constructs a multi-scale pyramid of feature maps in order to eliminate the
requirement that input of CNN is fixed-sized. Long et al. [17] replaced the fully
connected layers from [1] with convolutional layers for semantic segmentation,
called a fully convolutional network (FCN). Oquab et al. [5] also implemented
the FCN for object localization. Moreover, the output of the convolutional lay-
ers (i.e., feature maps) preserves local spatial information to a certain degree
relative to the original input image. Figure 6 in Mahendran and Vedaldi [19]
showing reconstructed images from the output of each layer of [1] illustrates the
spatial configuration of an input image cannot be recovered after fc6 layer. This
finding supports our argument that exploiting the sub-windows of the feature
map from the pool5 layer along with expert units of fully connected layers is
highly efficient for object localization.
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Literature on using the convolutional neural networks for an object
localization: DCNN in [1] provides high object classification accuracy but is
constrained such that relatively large objects of interest are located in the center
of the images from the large-scale image database, such as ImageNet. A large
number of local convolutional filters in the multiple convolutional layers learned
over millions of training images have an ability to capture a variety of different
local appearances caused by different view points and object poses. However,
the convolutional layers may not be effective for the images in which objects are
not centrally located.
Several approaches are introduced to address the above issue and apply the
DCNN for the object detection problem. Oquab et al. [4] used a scanning win-
dow strategy and apply DCNN to each window in order to localize the object.
[5] adapts the last fully connected layer to handle a number of local scanning
windows to achieve the localization of objects of interest. Girshick et al. [3] ap-
ply DCNN to 2000 windows with distinctive objectness characteristics for every
test image, which is refered as to “RCNN”. However, repeated applications of
DCNN greatly increase computational complexity. Selective search to extract
object-like windows in the image used in RCNN also requires about two seconds
per an image. In contrast to the above two approaches, the proposed DCNN is
much faster because the convolutional stage is applied only once for the entire
image instead of repeatedly applying it for each local scanning window.
3 Convolutional neural network with multiple units of
fully connected layers
3.1 Architecture
The proposed network is built on the architecture of [4] that consists of five
convolutional layers and four fully connected layers. The input of the proposed
network is a multi-scale image pyramid, as shown in Figure 2. The image pyramid
is used to effectively handle small objects. We transfer weights of the first seven
layers from DCNN [1] and fine-tune the last two layers to adapt the network
to a small-size target domain dataset. We denote the convolutional and fully
connected layers of the architecture of [4] by conv1, · · · , conv5, fc6, fc7, fcA,
and fcB, in order. Since objects of interest can be located anywhere in the
target domain images, we intend to exploit coarse spatial correlation between
the original input image and the feature map generated by the conv5 and the
subsequent max pooling stage. The feature map of each input image is divided
into all the possible sub-windows between 4×4 and 6×6, as shown in Figure 2,
each of which is considered as a candidate region with potential objects of interest
inside. We use multiple independent expert units of fully connected layers, each of
which receives the convolutional features of the corresponding sub-window of the
feature map separately as input. Supplementary layers such as ReLU (Rectified
Linear Unit), max pooling, local response normalization, dropout, and softmax
are selectively applied at the end of or after each layer.
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Fig. 2. A block diagram of the proposed DCNN with a two-level image
pyramid and the multiple expert units of fully connected layers: conv1, conv2,
conv3, conv4, conv5, fc6, and fc7 are from the architecture of [1] while fcA and fcB are
learned. The proposed scanning strategy effectively searches sub-windows of different
scales and aspect ratios to detect a wide range of objects of different sizes and shape.
We apply a multi-scale and multi-aspect ratio scanning strategy to the feature
maps generated by the convolutional layers. An inherent characteristic of the
convolutional layer is that the local spatial information relative to the original
input image is preserved to a certain degree. To utilize the semantically rich
features for representing the input image, we scan sub-windows from a feature
map of the last convolutional layer. The number of sub-windows searched by
the scanning strategy, directly related with its computation time, is decided
according to the dimension of the feature map. The scanning strategy searches
sub-windows of each feature map whose dimension varies from 4×4 to 6×6.
Sub-windows whose width or height is less than four are not considered due to
insufficient feature information. Sub-windows with a width or height over six
are not considered because subsequently a fully-connected classification stage
receives a 6×6×256 dimensional feature (256 is the number of the filter used in
the last convolutional layers).
For each sub-window considered by the scanning strategy, we create a 6×6×256
blob by inserting features in the sub-window into the center of the blob and
padding zeros outside the features. Then, a particular unit of fully connected
layers corresponding to the size of the sub-window is applied to the blob and
the class scores for objects of interest are calculated. Scores for all possible sub-
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windows are collected and a maximum value over the scores for each object
category is calculated. The structure of the proposed network is illustrated in
Figure 2.
We use a multi-level image pyramid as input to capture small objects in the
image, which the unit of the fully connected layers corresponding to smallest
sub-window (i.e. 4×4 from the feature map of the original input image) can not
detect. The original image is rescaled to have the largest side of 227 and then
is made to be a square by padding zeros outside of the image. The aspect ratio
of the input image should not be changed since the proposed network is learned
as the inherent aspect ratio of objects is preserved. A higher level image in the
pyramid is calculated by resizing the image to twice the width and height (using
a linear interpolation), which for instance, indicates a 6×6 sub-window in the
higher level image can cover the same region that a 3×3 sub-window in the lower
level image can capture. Therefore, a two-level image pyramid consists of two
images, one of which has a dimension of 227×227 and the other has a dimension
of 454×454. Figure 2 illustrates the proposed structure with the two-level image
pyramid but can be extended further to accomodate an image pyramid with
more than two levels at the expense of computation time.
3.2 Network training
As we mentioned in the previous section, weights of conv1, · · · , conv5, fc6, fc7
are tranferred from DCNN trained for the ImageNet classification task and the
last two fully connected classification layers of each unit are learned for our task
that is to localize objects located anywhere in the image. Each expert unit of
fully connected layers is learned with a separate training set because it should
have an ability to detect objects with a particular size. For example, a 4×6 sub-
window can express “standing persons” more properly than a 6×4 sub-window.
In contrast, a “train” can be expressed better by a 6×4 sub-window. Table 7
supports effectiveness of using multiple expert units of fully connected layers.
To collect positive and negative samples, we apply a multi-scale sliding win-
dow strategy to the training images by extracting sub-windows and categorizing
them into one of object categories, background, or unused. This strategy intro-
duced in [4] can increase the number of the training samples, which is effective
to avoid over-fitting in training. The training image is normalized to have its
largest dimension to be 227 pixels while maintaining the aspect ratio of the
image similar to the rescaling of test images. We define a set of scale factors
λ ∈ {1, 1.3, 1.6, 2, 2.4, 2.8, 3.2, 3.6, 4}. For each scale factor, the feature map is
computed by using the convolutional layers to the image rescaled again with the
factor. For training a certain unit of fully connected layers, we collect all possible
sub-windows of a particular size corresponding to the unit by scanning all scaled
images.
To assign a label to each sub-window, we use the bounding box of the sub-
window. We estimate the bounding box of the sub-window in the image coor-
dinate by using the position of the sub-patch in the feature map. We measure
overlapped area Bov between bounding box of the sub-window Br and ground
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Fig. 3. Collecting sub-windows for training: Feature maps are generated from
a multi-level image pyramid. (See the blue arrow) For training a particular unit of
fully connected layers, sub-windows with a size corresponding to the unit are collected
and then labeled as one of object categories, background, or unused. This is done by
comparing the bounding box corresponding to the sub-window denoted by a red box
and groundtruth bounding box denoted by a yellow box. (See the orange arrow.) Due
to the fixed input size of the unit of fully connected layers, 6×6×256 blob is created
and the features in the sub-window is filled in the center of the blob. (See the red
arrow.)
truth bounding box Bgt. Sub-window is labeled as a “positive” for a particular
object if Bov/Br ≥ 0.5 and Bov/Bgt ≥ 0.65. Otherwise, sub-windows under the
condition of Bov/Br ≤ 0.1 and Bov/Bgt ≤ 0.1 are labeled as a “background”.
A sub-window labeled as a positive for more than one object or not labeled as
a positive or a background is unused for training. All sub-windows labeled as
“background” are not used due to the training data becoming imbalanced. A
sub-windows used as “background” in training are randomly chosen with a rate
r which is specified according to the dataset. Extracting hard negative samples
for the “background” class is left for future work. In experiments, we use r of
0.1 and 0.02 for PASCAL VOC 12 and Microsoft COCO dataset, respectively.
For each sub-window chosen for training, its feature blob is created by in-
serting features of the last convolutional layer to the center of the blob and
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padding zero outside the features. It is the same process with blobs created to
be applied to the fully connected layers. Since pre-trained network depends on
the assumption that the object of the interest is roughly centered in the image,
the feature blob is inserted in the center of the training blob as well. The process
for labeling sub-windows and creating training blobs is illustrated in Figure 3.
4 Experiments
4.1 Dataset and evaluation protocols
The proposed network is evaluated on two tasks which are object classifica-
tion and localization on PASCAL VOC 12 dataset [20] and Microsoft COCO
dataset [21]. Object classification is to test an image if it contains an object of
interest and object localization is to search locations of the object in the image.
In the target datasets that objects can be anywhere in images, object classifi-
cation performance is closely associated with object localization performance.
It is because a high performance detector such as CNN has few false positive
detections that incorrectly detect background as an object of interest but, by
chance, the object is located in other place in the image. Compared to ImageNet
dataset [2], target datasets contain a relatively small size of images, which is
not enough to avoid overfitting in training the deep-layered network. We should
use either PASCAL VOC 12 dataset or Microsoft COCO dataset rather than
ImageNet which is not approapriate to evaluate object localization due to its
inherent image characteric. Overfitting issue is solved by utilizing fine-tuning
as in [4]. We use Caffe [22] as the framework where the proposed network is
implemented.
PASCAL VOC 12 dataset consisting of approximately 22k images contains
20 object categories and provides trainval and test for training the network
and evaluating test images. Microsoft COCO dataset contains 80k images for
training and 40k for validation and 80 object categories.
4.2 Object classification
We apply the proposed network to both target datasets and calculate mean of
average precision (mAP) over all object categories. Table 2 shows the object clas-
sification performance of baselines as well as the proposed network on PASCAL
VOC 12. As baselines, we use two CNN-based methods developed by Oquab et
al. [4,5]. [5] presents the state-of-the art performance in both object classifica-
tion and localization on the PASCAL VOC 12 dataset. The plot in the first low
in Figure 4 compares object classification performance between the state-of-the
art (Oquab et al. [5]) and the proposed network for each object category on
Microsoft COCO dataset.
4.3 Object localization
To evaluate object localization, [5] introduces a localization criterion that if the
location of the highest score in the image falls inside the groundtruth bounding
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Obj Classif. Oquab14 [4] Oquab15 [5] MultiFC-2 MultiFC-3
aero 94.6 96.7 92.2 93.5
bike 82.9 88.8 78.1 81.9
bird 88.2 92.0 83.0 86.6
boat 84.1 87.4 77.2 79.0
bottle 60.3 64.7 44.0 57.2
bus 89.0 91.1 84.7 86.8
car 84.4 87.4 74.3 80.8
cat 90.7 94.4 88.5 91.3
chair 72.1 74.9 57.7 62.5
cow 86.8 89.2 67.2 70.8
table 69.0 76.3 66.6 68.3
dog 92.1 93.7 88.4 91.1
horse 93.4 95.2 82.3 83.3
mbike 88.6 91.1 84.9 87.1
person 96.1 97.6 90.8 96.1
plant 64.3 66.2 53.6 62.8
sheep 86.6 91.2 73.7 76.2
sofa 69.0 70.0 53.0 54.2
train 91.1 94.5 86.2 87.6
tv 79.8 83.7 72.7 76.9
mean 82.8 86.3 75.0 78.7
Table 2. Object classification performance on PASCAL VOC 2012 test dataset [20]
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Fig. 4. Object classification and localization performance on Microsoft
COCO validation dataset [21]: The plot in the first row compares object clas-
sification performance between the proposed network and [5] indicated by red and blue
bars, respectively. In the second row, the object localization performance (indicated
by green bars) of the proposed network is compared to the object classification per-
formance. The values in red and green beside each object category along the x axis
indicate classification and localization performance (mAP) of the proposed network,
respectively.
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Obj local. Oquab15 [5] RCNN [3]1 Fast-RCNN [6]1 MultiFC-2 MultiFC-3
aero 90.3 92.0 79.2 87.7 92.9
bike 77.4 80.8 74.7 77.3 79.7
bird 81.4 80.8 76.2 79.8 88.7
boat 79.2 73.0 65.8 74.4 76.5
bottle 41.1 49.9 39.4 64.2 67.8
bus 87.8 86.8 82.3 91.3 93.0
car 66.4 77.7 64.8 80.1 82.2
cat 91.0 87.6 85.7 75.7 90.7
chair 47.3 50.4 54.5 55.7 51.3
cow 83.7 72.1 77.2 66.7 66.6
table 55.1 57.6 58.8 65.2 64.5
dog 88.8 82.9 85.1 83.5 87.3
horse 93.6 79.1 86.1 78.5 78.4
mbike 85.2 89.8 80.5 84.6 84.1
person 87.4 88.1 76.6 89.8 95.0
plant 43.5 56.1 46.7 61.1 62.8
sheep 86.2 83.5 79.5 78.1 80.9
sofa 50.8 50.1 68.3 46.9 46.7
train 86.8 81.5 85.0 90.1 88.3
tv 66.5 76.6 60.0 77.8 78.1
mean 74.5 74.8 71.3 75.4 77.8
Table 3. Object localization performance on PASCAL VOC 2012 validation
dataset [20]
box with extra 18 pixel tolerance to account for the pooling ratio of the network,
the image is classified as true positive. This criterion is useful to evaluate object
localization performance for the proposed approach which does not estimate an
object bounding box. Since this criterion can be used to separate correct classi-
fications from false positives, localization performance based on this criterion is
likely to be the more accurate classification performance. We also use the stan-
dard object criterion for object localization which is based on the intersection
between detection bounding box and groundtruth bounding box. Since an eval-
uation server for PASCAL VOC 12 dataset does not calculate the performance
based on the first criterion, we divide trainval into train set for training and
val set for testing the networks.
Table 3 presents the object localization performance of the proposed network
and baselines (Oquab et al. [5], RCNN [3], and Fast-RCNN [6]) under the first
criterion. In Table 4, we compare the performance of detecting the extent of
objects among the proposed network and two baselines under various overlap
thresholds. To produce detection results of [5], several approaches such as active
1 Similar to the evaluation of object localization performance of RCNN in [5], we use
the proposal bounding box with the maximum score per class and an image for
evaluation.
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Overlap threshold
Method 0.1 0.15 0.25 0.3 0.5
Oquab15 [5] + Active Segmentation [23] 17.6 13.6 9.1 7.3 3.3
Oquab15 [5] + Selective Search [24] 43.5 - - 27.5 11.7
MultiFC-2 level 36.1 34.8 30.6 27.7 9.2
MultiFC-3 level 49.6 48.3 43.9 40.7 15.4
Table 4. Object localization performance with respect to various thresholds based on
intersection over union between detection boundingbox and groundtruth bounding box
on PASCAL VOC 2012 validation dataset [20].
Classification Localization
Oquab15 [5] 62.8 41.2
MultiFC-3 level 60.4 45.8
Table 5. Object classification and localization performance on Microsoft COCO
dataset [21]
segmentation [23] and selective search [24] are employed for obtaining object
proposals. For each proposal, classification scores within the proposal bounding
box are collected for evaluation. The proposed network estimates the detection
bounding boxes from a sub-window location and its size for each sub-window.
Figure 5 shows example images for all the categories of PASCAL VOC 12 as well
as corresponding classification score maps. Table 5 presents performance of both
object classification and localization under the first crietrion on Microsoft COCO
dataset. The plot in the second row in Figure 4 compares object classification
and localization performance of the proposed network.
Searching the object location using the maximum classification score:
In order to use the first criterion, we compute the classification score across all
locations in the image and search the location with the maximum score for a
particular object category. For each pixel in the image, we collect all detections
containing that pixel. Confidence score for the pixel x is computed as
sc(x) =
1
M
∑
i s.t. x ∈ bboxi
scni (1)
x∗ = arg max
x
sc(x),
where M is a total number of detections which the location x is in. sc(x) and sci
indicate the overall score for position x and the confidence score of ith detection
whose bounding box is indicated by bboxi, respectively. x
∗ is the location with
the maximum classification score in the image. We use five as n in order to
suppress the effect of low confident detections.
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Method Comput. time (sec./im)
Oquab15 [5] 1.3
RCNN [3] 9.0
Fast-RCNN [6] 2.1
MultiFC-2 level 0.23
MultiFC-3 level 1.58
Table 6. Computation time of object localization for the proposed network and base-
lines in test time.
Method Object Localization (mAP)
SingleFC 72.5
MultiFC 77.8
Table 7. The performance of object localization by using single unit of fully connected
layers vs. multiple units of fully connected layers (evaluated on PASCAL VOC 12
validation set).
5 Discussion
Performance and computation time: For both datasets, the proposed multi-
scale and multi-aspect ratio scanning strategy outperforms all the baselines in-
cluding RCNN [3] and fast-RCNN [6] in object localization. Notably, the object
localization performance estimated using the sub-window-based bounding boxes
outperforms the approach combining [5] with object proposals by the selective
search, as shown in Table 4. Figure 5 shows that the sub-window with the max-
imum classification score estimated by the proposed network tends to enclose
an object of interest. As future work, a bounding box regression model can
be employed to estimate accurate object bounding box. However, the proposed
network provides slightly lower classification performance than [5]. The small
performance drop in classification is primarily caused by using lesser number of
sub-windows when compared to the exhaustive scanning.
The computation time of the proposed network based on a two-level image
pyramid is significantly faster than the baselines as shown in Table 6. The com-
putation time for the proposed network and baselines is measured by using Caffe
framework and an NVIDIA GTX TITAN X Desktop GPU. The proposed net-
work with a three-level image pyramid presents improved accuracy over baselines
and a two-level image pyramid (by 2.6 % for classification and 2.4 % for local-
ization) but the computation time was slower than one with a two-level image
pyramid as expected.
Effectiveness of multiple expert units of fully connected layers: To
evaluate the effectiveness of multiple expert units of fully connected layers, we
implemented a single unit of fully connected layers which is learned to capture
all the appearance of objects with various sizes. For training the single unit,
we collected all training sub-windows used for learning all individual units of
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Fig. 5. Example images and their corresponding classification score maps (generated
by the proposed network) for 20 object categories on PASCAL VOC 12 [20].
fully connected layers. Table 7 shows that multiple units outperform by 5.3 % to
the single unit in the object localizaion evaluation. It supports that learning by
collecting objects of a particular scale and aspect ratio is effective, which leads
to implement the proposed mixture of expert classifiers.
6 Conclusions
This paper presents a fast object localization approach based on the deep con-
volutional neural network (DCNN) that can provide improved localization per-
formance over the state-of-the art. The proposed network achieves a frame rate
of as fast as 4 fps, which is significantly faster than other CNN-based object lo-
calization baselines. The fast processing time is achieved by using a multi-scale
search on deep CNN feature maps instead of relying on an exhaustive search or a
large number of initial object proposals on the input image. The enhanced object
localization performance primarily comes from using the multiple expert units
of fully connected classification layers that can effectively improve localization
of objects in different scales and aspect ratios.
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